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Document Remarks
This file contains the following information: Pages 2-18, 91-103,106-110,127-128,

36-138, 159-161, 226, 172-176, 184-196, 199-103, 216-223, 241-242, 261-262, 264-266, 296-297,
05-306 contain correspondence between the Public Affairs Committee of Fedayeen Saddam
nd the General Security Directorate regarding information on a Colonel As'ad Tariq AI
amawindi who was involved in attack on a liquor store in AI-Waziriyyah, information on
eeting between opposition Iranian groups including Jalal Talibani and 'Ali Mula 'Abd-al-'Aziz

in the Qasr AI-Shirin area. These pages also contain the Democratic Party activities in the
utonomous ruling region, information about the Iraqi ambassador in Tunis, Dr 'Isam Sharif
uhammad Mahmud AI-Tikriti, reports about the opposition parties in the autonomous ruling

egion, information report on a ship called Gold Star seized with 20 antique pieces in it, the
eople on the ship were sentenced to life time imprisonment. Also contains correspondence
or assigning personnel in the fish selling committee. Information report on a clash between
he Iraqi 1st Corps and oppositions in the Ibrahim Glam village, Kurdish activities in the
orthern zone, intelligence information that the Iranian system provided Jund AI-Islam with
eapons and equipment, a meeting held between the Watani Party and the Kurdistan party.

nformation reports by the Fedayeen Saddam about coordination of Turkey with America and
ritish for attacking Iraq. Information about Iranian agents that investigated Kirkuk oil line for
ttacking, the clash between Jund AI-Islam and AI-Itihad Party, a team came from America to
eet Mas'ud Taliban and contain Mas'ud activities. Also contains information on the

edayeen Saddam duty for attacking Mujahid Khalq and providing Iskandar Fariq Rashid and
other three citizens with weapons for attacking American Organization (ODA) vehicle in June
2001. Pages 19-23, 28-35, 38-48, 64-69, 72-73, 85-90, 111-114, 139-141, 16 3-168, 177-183, 204,

·228-229,240, 355-359, 408-411,431-440,456- 474 contain correspondence between the
Secretary of Fedayeen Saddam and the Supervisor regarding a report about Jund AI-Isam as
Political group which was established in 1999 including information on Mas'ud AI-Barzani.

hese pages also contain information that Jund AI-Islam consists of Afghanis and Kurds who
:escaped to Iran, their center is Sayad Sadiq and are about 900 to 1000 persons. Also, contain
information regarding an announcement by a newspaper in Kurdistan that Jund ai-Islam
under supervision of AI-Mullah 'Abdallah Khalifan will fight for Islam and representative

aliban. In addition contains reports on a visit to the south area and the plan for arresting the
agent Karim Mahud, AI-Basra Sector responsibilities and the weekly report for the
organization. In addition, information about agents/traitors that entered AI-Anbar with their

eapons, committee minutes about the 881 Subdivision, the weekly report for their
organization, reports about the autonomous ruling region and the agents activities. Also
contain information on the approval from thee Supervisor to follow up the smuggling cases in
he autonomous ruling region. In addition includes report on the Watani Kurdistan Party dated

by 25 March 2001, correspondence regarding arresting the agent called 'Atwan 'Abd AI-Jalil
Misha', assigning Kamiran Khayri Bayk in the Yazidiyyah troop and a report about the
autonomous ruling region and Taliban activities in that region.
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Batch Information
r: 3119-4 oxes in Batch: 300

ransmittallnformation Transporting UnitCOMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT BN 10 Date/Time of
rrival:291300LAPR03 Transmittal Number:UNK Point of Contact
omments NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

apture Information Capturing UnitCOMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT BN 101117 Date/Time of
apture:22XXXXAPR03 Place of Capture:POSSIBLE TRAINING CAMP Coordinates:MC 318467
Identity of Source:UNK
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This file contains the following information:
Pages 2-18, 91-103, 106-110, 127-128, 136-138, 159-161,226,
172-176, 184-196, 199-103,216-223,241-242,261-262, 264-266,
296-297, 305-306 contain correspondence between the Public
Affairs Committee of Fedayeen Saddam and the General Security
Directorate regarding information on a Colonel As'ad Tariq AI
Hamawindi who was involved in attack on a liquor store in AI
Waziriyyah, information on meeting between opposition Iranian
groups including Jalal Talibani and 'Ali Mula 'Abd-al-'Aziz in the
Qasr AI-Shirin area. These pages also contain the Democratic
Party activities in the autonomous ruling region, information about
the Iraqi ambassador in Tunis, Dr 'Isam Sharif Muhammad
Mahmud AI-Tikriti, reports about the opposition parties in the
autonomous ruling region, information report on a ship called Gold
Star seized with 20 antique pieces in it, the people on the ship were
sentenced to life time imprisonment. Also contains correspondence
for assigning personnel in the fish selling committee.
Information report on a clash between the Iraqi 1st Corps and
oppositions in the Ibrahim Glam village, Kurdish activities in the
Northern zone, intelligence information that the Iranian system
provided Jund AI-Islam with weapons and equipments, a meeting
held between the Watani Party and the Kurdistan party.
Information reports by the Fedayeen Saddam about coordination of
Turkey with America and British for attacking Iraq.
Information about Iranian agents that investigated Kirkuk oil line
for attacking, the clash between Jund AI-Islam and AI-Itihad Party,
a team came from America to meet Mas'ud Taliban and contain
Mas'ud activities. Also contains information on the Fedayeen
Saddam duty for attacking Mujahid Khalq and providing Iskandar
Fariq Rashid and other three citizens with weapons for attacking
American Organization (ODA) vehicle in June 2001.

Pages 19-23,28-35,38-48,64-69,72-73, 85-90, 111-114, 139-141,
163-168,177-183,204,228-229,240,355-359, 408-411, 431-440,
456- 474 contain correspondence between the Secretary of
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Fedayeen Saddam and the Supervisor regarding a report about
Jund AI-Isam as Political group which was established in 1999
including information on Mas'ud AI-Barzani.
These pages also contain information that Jund AI-Islam consists
ofAfghanis and Kurds who escaped to Iran, their center is Sayad
Sadiq and are about 900 to 1000 persons. Also, contain
information regarding an announcement by a newspaper in
Kurdistan that Jund aI-Islam under supervision of AI-Mullah
'Abdallah Khalifan will fight for Islam and representative Taliban.
In addition contains reports on a visit to the south area and the plan
for arresting the agent Karim Mahud, AI-Basra Sector
responsibilities and the weekly report for the organization. In
addition, information about agents/traitors that entered AI-Anbar
with their weapons, committee minutes about the 881 Subdivision,
the weekly report for their organization, reports about the
autonomous ruling region and the agents activities. Also contain
information on the approval from thee Supervisor to follow up the
smuggling cases in the autonomous ruling region.
In addition includes report on the Watani Kurdistan Party dated by
25 March 2001, correspondence regarding arresting the agent
called 'Atwan 'Abd AI-Jalil Misha', assigning Kamiran Khayri
Bayk in the Yazidiyyah troop and a report about the autonomous
ruling region and Taliban activities in that region.

Pages 24-27,55-59,70-71,84,115-117,225,251-252,255-258,
272-274, 280-290, 369-372, 475-476 contain correspondence
between the General Security Directorate and the Security Council
ofFedayeen Saddam regarding news that American, British and
Turkish forces will attack Jund AI-Islam in the north region.
Information says that group from the Badr Corps moved towards
Qadir Karam region guided by Nuri Ja'far Muhsin and information
received on training of groups by the Usamah Bin Zayd Force for
destruction works in Iraq. They also contain infonnation about the
Turkish armored forces and their location ofborder, information
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about an agent called Muhammad Kazim AI-Majdi, names of the
opposition newspaper agencies in Iran, instructions to receive
information from the General Directorate and not from their
branches. Information says that the Iranian provided their agents
in the south with magnetic explosives to attack Iraqi VIPs,
information tells that some agents entered Iraq from Iran to
perform destruction works, investigation report about their agents
and their instructions to fulfill the republic spirit, the organization
chart of Fedayeen Saddam found with Kurdish Party. In addition
includes information that there is an American plan to occupy the
South area with the help of Kuwaiti and Saudi forces and
information on a woman called Khushi Muhammad 'Ali working
as intelligence source in the north area.

Pages 36-37, 246-247 contain correspondence of the Kazimiyyah
Saddam Directorate regarding information from the north region
showing that the American Force will attack Iraq and Afghanistan
at the same time dated by 21 September 2001 and instruction for
forming a information room in the south sector.

Pages 49, 74-80 contain correspondence between the General
Military Intelligence Directorate and the Secretary Council
regarding information about suggestion from opposition party's
member Arsalan Bayiz for forming committees to perform
destruction missions against Iraqi Establishments. In addition,
information about the head ofKurdistan state visiting Turkey and
honoring an individual for working in an operation against the
traitors by,the Fedayeen Saddam.

Pages 50-54 , 197-198,206-215,217-219,227,243-245, 248-250,
253-254,263,267-269,291-295,298,302-304,313-321,329-354,
360- 362, 373,377-407,412-430,441-455 contain correspondence
between the Staff Chief of Fedayeen Saddam and their Secretary
Office about information about the clash between the Harkat
Islamiyyah (Islamic Movement) and traitors in Halabjah, Kurdish
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Party movements on 25 September 2001. A request by Watani
Kurdistan Party to Democratic Party for paying them 10,000,000
Swiss Franks for fighting Jund aI-Islam and AI-Tawhid Party.
These pages also contain the names of the opposition newspaper
agencies in the autonomous ruling region and the Kurdistan Party
activities, Fedayeen Saddam operations against their enemies in
the northern area, reports about the destructive activities by traitors
and information that there are two Brigades for the Kurdistan Party
in Kani Klan area, Taliban activities and Badr Corps situation.
In addition, includes information that agents in the autonomous
ruling region aim to assassinate Officers of the Fedayeen Saddam
and arrested individuals names that were affiliated with Hezbollah
Party.

Pages 259- 260, 374-376 contain correspondence between the
Public Affairs Committee and the Intelligence System regarding
information on conversation held between two individuals for
providing the Air Defense with bad quality electric cables.

Pages 60-63 contain correspondence from the Secretary of
Fedayeen Saddam to Mr. 'Ala' Maki regarding collecting
information from the French agency about the names of the
religious men who refused attacks on America.

Pages 81-83 contain correspondence between the AI-'Ayubi
Directorate and the Chief Staff ofFedayeen Saddam regarding
information that Turkish Forces will enter Iraq and this was
mentioned by Mas'ud Barzani. There is more information about
activities of Barzani, their organization and location of Turkey
Forces in the north of Iraq.

Pages 104-126 contain correspondence from the Misan
Organization Office to the North Directorate regarding information
about agents/traitors and their movements inside Iraq.
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Pages 129-135 contain the index of file.

Pages 142-158 contain correspondence between the Secretary of
Fedayeen Saddam and the Special Security Organization regarding
transferring families that came to Baghdad to their original
governorate.

Pages 168-171 contain memos from the Ministry of the Interior to
all governorates regarding information about the Iranian agents
that are involved in destruction works against Iraq such as
modification on the 107mm missiles.

Pages 267-271, 275-279 contain correspondence between the
General Security Council and the Special Security Organization
regarding suggestions by a committee formed for the southern
sector.

Pages 299-301 contain correspondence of 'Uday Saddam to the
Head of the Republic regarding explosive operations by the
Saddam Fedayeen during March 2003. These operations were
~rmed on the guest house of the Turkmen and the "American
_ organization for aiding Kurds".

Pages 207-300 contain correspondence between the General
Relations Committee and the General Military Intelligence
Directorate regarding paying two of the members the amount of
100,000 Iraqi Dinar for bringing a message of Badr Corps.

Pages 322-329 contain reports written by the Head of the Second
Corps regarding their activities and movements.

Pages 363-368 contain correspondence between the Republic
Affairs to the Air Defense Directorate regarding challenging
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documents thrown by the Americans planes in Samawah City to
the Iraqi Air Force in 16th ofFebruary 2001.

The high ranking personnel names are as follows:
Staff Major General Ayub Mahdi Salih
Staff Lieutenant General Qays 'Abd al-Razzaq Muhammad.
Staff Major General Tha'ir Jifif Mijwil
Staff Major General Muhsin 'Abd AI-Karim Mahmud
Staff Major General 'Abdullah Kilayb 'Wayin
Staff Lieutenant General 'Ali 'Abd Mahmud
Staff Major general Hasan Hamad Thawi
Staff Major General Wisam Mahmud AI-'Ani
Staff Major General Qays 'Abd al-Razzaq Muhammad Jawad AI
A'thami
Staff Brigadier General 'Abd aI-Ghani Jasim AI- Jamili
StaffBrigadier General Qahtan 'Ad al-Razzaq AI-Janabi

Staff Brigadier General Ra'id Hashim AI-'Ankabi
Staff Lieutenant General Sa'dun 'Alwan Muslih
Reporter to Iraqi Intelligence in Iran- Dana Ahmad Majid
StaffMajor General Ahmad Sidak Battah
Staff Brigadier General Jamal Bakir Hasan
Staff Major General Hasan Hamad Thawi
Staff Major General Jasim Hasan 'Ali
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Translation Form
Primary Number: ISGQ 2003 00004439 HT Translation Number: ISGQ 2003 00004439 HT

DHM2A

Title of Document: Fedayeen Saddam Operations

Source Language: ARABIC Target Language: ENGLISH

Document Type: Letters Translation Type: Full Translation # of Pages: 3

Original # of Pages: 476 Word Count: 711

Country of Publication: IRAQ IAuthor (if known): Fedayeen Saddam

Personalities (persons named in the document): 'Udi Saddam Hussein

Facilities (facilities named in the document):

Keywords: Fedayeen Saddam attacks on UN personnel and American Aid groups

Remarks:

Gist: Translation ofpages 266,300 and 301 of this 476-pages file contain correspondence
from the Fedayeen Saddam group regarding the carrying out of attacks against American
aid groups and UN personnel.

Linguist Names:.

Date In: 20 Oct 05 Date Out: 21 Oct 05

QC Linguist: • Date: October 25, 2005

[TC: Page 266]

Republic ofIraq
Presidency of the Republic [TC: seal of the Fedayeen]
Fedayeen Saddam
Secretariat
[TC: Illegible hand writing throughout the document]
Pronouncement!

Director ofFedayeen Saddam
05 Jul2001

Respected Director my respect and regards to you sir.
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Subject: Completion ofTask

With God's help, task number 38 was completed in the northern region as follows:
1- What is the target?
The tar et was a vehicle that belongs to the American. organizatio"

in Irabil. [TC:. could possibly be a reference to the
organization].

2- Date of execution
The night of 5th early 6th of June 2001 at 2230 hours.

3- Method of execution
An explosive charge

4- Participants in the execution of the operation
a- LTC Iskandar Farriq Rashid
b- Citizen: Nuzad Hamid
c- Citizen: Sankar Hussein Hassan
d- Citizen: Fuwad Majeid

[TC: page 300]

Top Secret and confidential [TC: Foreign classification]

Number lSI 3160
Date: 15 Mar 2001

To the Presidency of the Republic- The Secretary
Subject: Completion of Task

As a part of the series of operations executed against the headquarters of the traitors
(agents) in the northern region ofour beloved Iraq, our sources had carried out an
~ion (task) as planned on 09 Mar 2001 at 0900 hour, against the headquarter ofthe
_ organization, providing American aid to the Kurds, b means ofan explosive
charge as listed below: - [TC:

1- Participants in the execution of the operation
A consultant (advisor) and three others

2- Operation Results
7 killed, 8 wounded from the organizations personnel. The operation was supported
by the northern region Intelligence organization as documented in their secret and
confidential classified memo SH3/Q1/286 on 13 Mar 2001.

Please review the information and present the subject to the President and
Commander may God protect him with regards



owned
There
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[Signature]
'Uday Saddam Hussein

Fedayeen Saddam's Supervisor
15 Mar 2001

[TC: page 301]

Top Secret and confidential [TC: Foreign classification]

Number /5/ 3164
Date: 15 Mar 2001

To the Presidency of the Republic- The Secretary
Subject: Completion ofTask

As a part of the series ofoperations executed against the headquarters of the traitors
(agents) in the northern region ofour beloved Iraq, our sources had carried out an
operation (task) as planned in response to the assault ofthe fourth uprising [TC: not
sure of the meaning of the Arabic word], the operation was executed on the second
day ofthe assault in the self governed region and as follow:-
1- What is the target?
Attackin a new land cruiser vehicle the UN s
by
were four American citizens including a female inside the vehicle.

2- Execution
The night of the 18th early 19th of February 2001 at 1915 hour, using an explosives
charge.

3- Participants in the execution of the operation
A consultant (advisor) and three other citizens. The result of the mission was the
destruction of the above mentioned vehicle, the death of the head ofthe organization
and seriously injuring the remaining three including the woman. The operation was
supported by the command of the Al-T'amim branch of the Party as document in their
secret classified memo number 1440 dated 10 Mar 2001, as well as the Al-T'amim
Directorate of Intelligence in their secret and confidential memo number 24 dated 21
Feb 2001.

Please review the information and present the subject to the President and
Commander may God protect him with regards

[Signature]
'Uday Saddam Hussein

Fedayeen Saddam's Supervisor
15 Mar 2001
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Translation Form
Primary Number: ISGQ-2003-00004439 Translation Number:

ISGQ-2003-00004439-HT-DHM2A

Title of Document:

Source Language: Arabic Target Language: English

Document Type: correspondences Translation Type: Gist Translation # of Pages: 2
and reports

Original # of Pages: 476 Word Count: 1,016

Country of Publication: IRAQ I Author (if known):

Personalities (persons named in the document):

Facilities (facilities named in the document):

Keywords: Fida'yeen Saddam

Remarks:

Gist: Fida'yeen Saddam correspondences related to the northern region and the Kurds activities, mentions some
bombing and assassination operations carried on by the Fida'yeen inside the Kurds self governed sector.

Linguist Names_

Date In: 2 Sep. 2005 Date Out: 3 Sep. 2005

QC Linguist: Date:
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HARMONY NUMBER
DATE

ISGQ-2003-00004439
2 September 2005

SUMMARY TRANSLATION.

This file contains the following:
476-page file dated 2001 by Fida'yeen Saddam's command. It mainly contains
correspondences related to the Kurds' activities in the northern region of Kurdistan (self
governed zone). This file does not contain specific "information of interest", for training
terrorists and foreign fighters, but provides some evidences ofassassinations and car
bombings under the directions and planning ofFida'yeen Saddam, to include the killing
of US citizens in the northern region.
Page 63 contains a report, dated 17 Sep 2001, ofthe Fida'yeen receiving information
from a French reporter about some Iraqi religious figures denouncing the attack on the
United States on September 11. Uday Saddam Hussein writes on the report requesting to
investigate further and collect more information from the French reporter about the
accuracy of the reported information. Nfl.
One document, page 73, gives information about a bomb against the Iraqi army; hand
written recommendation on the document by Uday Saddam Hussein instructing the
Fida'yeen to be couscous for this type of attacks against them by not using a same road
more than twice, if absolutely necessary then 3 times.
Information received through the sources inside the Kurds region indicates that the Kurds
are offering money for the assassinations ofmembers of the Ba'ath party as a pay-chart
of: USD 200 for any Ba'ath party member and USD 500 for a squad command member.
LC: the insurgents currently use this tactic in Iraq; The Fida'yeen could be using the same
tactics that were successfully used against them prior to the US invasion ofIraq, as most

.of the tactics mentioned in this file provided identical tactics of the currently used in Iraq,
as follow:
Page 76 contains information provided by a source about the Kurds video taping an attack
or an ambush against the Iraqis and airing it on their television stations to gain support.
Pages 168-170 provides information by the ministry of interior to all agencies about the
bomb making tactics being used by the Iranians and their followers, anti-regime, in Iraq.
Dated September 2001, the documents gives details of the tactics being used to make
lED's using TNT and RDX inside tank rounds or missiles in order to blow it up
stationary without the launching of the missile. Page 170 includes pictures of the bombs
being used with the wiring and timers attached.
Pages 251-252, dated July 2001, contain information about the use ofmagnet-attached
bombs (lED) by the pro Iranians in Iraq. Pictures show the tactic used and the methods of
making the bomb available on page 252.
Page 260, dated May 2001, contains information provided by a source in the northern
region. The information was over heard by the source of two Kurds conversation
regarding buying over 5,000 meters of"armoured" armored cables manufactured in
Jordan and coming from Jordan. This document does not provide enough information
about the cables and their usage. NFl.
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Page 266, dated 5 Jul2001, contaiI1s a memo to Uday Saddam Hussein from unknown
(2nd page of the memo is not available, most likely the author of the letter is the Fida'yeen
general secretariat) this letter contains a report to Uday about accomplishing mission
number 37 in the northern region. The mission was the bombing of the American.
organization . The mission was accomplished on 5 Jun 2001 at 2230
hours using an lED. LTC Iskandar Fariq Rashid; the citizen Nuzad Hamid; the citizen
Sinkir Hussayn Hasan; and the citizen Fuad Majid carried on the miSSIon.
Page 299, dated 5 Apr 2005, contains a letter from Uday Saddam Hussein to the
presidential secretariat. This letter gives a report about accomplishing a mission of
bombing the Turkmen's guesthouse in Irbil by the Fida'yeen on 9 Mar 2001 at 0500
hours. Turkish intelligence officers usually visit the guesthouse. The bomb was used to
blow up the house, which led to destroying a significant big part of the building. Uday
writes a note to add the mission to the list to be presented to Saddam Hussein on his
birthday as a gift.
Page 300, dated 5 Apr 2001, contains a letter from Uday Saddam Hussein to the
presidential secretariat. This letter contains a report about accomplishing a bombing
mission in the northern region by the Fida'yeen sources on 9 Mar 2001 at 0900 hours
against. organization for the American help and support to the Kurds. The bomb
resulted in the killing of 7 and injuring 8 working for the organization; no nationality
mentioned.
Page 301, dated 5 Apr 2001, contains a letter from Uday Saddam Hussein to the
presidential secretariat. This letter contains a report about accomplishing a bombing
mission in the northern region by the Fida'yeen sources on 18 Feb 2001 at 1915 hoUrs
using a bomb (lED). The target was a new Land cruiser marked "UN" (United Nations)

. 4 American citizens
including 1 woman occupied the car. The attack was carried on by one of our agents and
three citizens and it resulted in the death of the organization's supervisor and the sever
injury of three others to include the woman.
The above three reports of attacks contain a request to inform the president Saddam
Hussein of the accomplishments.
The rest ofthe file contains routine reports and information provided by the sources of the
Kurds activities and the situation in Kurdistan area.
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